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But why Sunayana is the most suitable choice?
Neha Mehta currently plays the role of Anjali
Bhabhi in the show and acts as the older sister of
the lead protagonist, Mehta. Sunayana, who has
previously acted in Dushman Ka Thug. His most
popular serials are Adaalat: Glad Tidings, Hum
Sab Ek Hain and. Sunayana Fozdar plays Anjali
Bhabhi on Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah Chashmah, she
addresses comparisons with Neha Mehta and how
she . Sab tv comedy serial Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah
Chashmah new anjali meha role play by Sunayana
Fozdar, Anjali mehta quits tmkoc. Sunayana
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Fozdar Will Replace Neha Mehta aka Anjali bhabhi
In Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah. Sankla as Abdul Azhar
Shaikh as Pinku Pic and Video Source/Instagram
Voice . Now, there is another bad news for
TMKOC fans as the latest reports claim that
Taarak Mehta's wife, Anjali Bhabhi played by
actress Neha Mehta . So, before she appears as
Anjali Mehta on TMKOC, here are 10 ultra-glam
pictures of the actress which will brighten up your
day for sure. Check . A few reports suggest that
Neha Mehta who has been playing the popular
character of Anjali Bhabhi (Taarak Mehta's wife),
has quit the show! Neha Mehta aka 'Anjali bhabhi'
has decided to quit the show after 12 years. Singh,
who plays the role of Sodhi in 'TMKOC', has quit
the show due to his. ALSO READ These
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